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You know that you’ll feel better 
when it’s done. You understand 
that the challenges of shorter 
days, darker evenings, tough 

weather and even safety considerations 
all help to make you a stronger and more 
resilient runner. But it can still feel hard 
to motivate yourself to go out the door 
when it’s dark, cold, wet and windy and 

your friends and family are curling up on 
the couch watching Netflix. In case you 
needed reminding, winter is a fantastic 
time to get outside and do what you love. 
Embracing the elements, living your 
healthy life when others are hibernating 
reaps so many rewards – here’s our 
complete guide to loving, and getting the 
most from, your winter running.

Running
Keep the winter blues at bay, strengthen your runner’s 

resilience, enjoy crisp winter mornings and build a solid 
aerobic base for Spring racing. Here’s the complete guide to 

keeping winter running wonderful
Words Fiona Bugler

Cool

You don’t need You don’t need 
willpower. Just  willpower. Just  
be prepared!be prepared!
Resorting to willpower is not the way to get out and run in 
winter. “Willpower is the energy version of baked beans,” says 
professor Ian Taylor. “It sits at the back of the cupboard and 
is used in emergency situations, when you’ve run out of other 
food,” he explains. “Instead of tapping into willpower, try to 
find the easiest solution. Running in the dark is hard work and 
not everyone likes it. If that includes you, try to fit runs in during 
the day,” he suggests.

T here are lots of brilliant 
reasons why running in 

winter is a good idea. 
From topping up vitamin D levels, 

keeping SAD at bay, and building up 
a solid base of miles for spring and 
summer fitness. Take some time to 

remember the reasons why running is 
so important to you, and why winter 
running is so great. Finding out your 

‘why’ was made popular by Simon 
Sinek, a US-based marketeer, 
but it’s become part of popular 
parlance and is used in memes, 

and quotes. Running is 
something that can add so 

much to our lives – a 
strong body, an 

optimistic 

outlook, a social life, a place 
to see our goals play out – and 
just like anything else you do, 

understanding what it means to you 
can be motivating and uplifting (and 
can make getting out the door in bad 
weather easier). Psychology professor 

Ian Taylor, from Loughborough 
university is an expert in motivation: 
“Be conscious to ask yourself what 
it is you enjoy about running,” he 
says. “Don’t listen to what others 
say, make up your own rules. 

Some like running because it’s 
a way to be sociable, others 
because it’s time on their 
own. Find out what 
works for you,”  
he adds. 

CHECK IN  
WITH YOUR  

RUNNING ‘WHY?’
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Focus your Focus your 
mind on mind on 
getting out getting out 
the doorthe door
“Don’t focus on the entire run. If you’re 
going to run 5K in the snow, the thing you 
have to do is get your shoes and your kit on. 
Don’t think about the distance, the weather, 
or anything else. Break your goal down. 
Get your shoes and get out the door,” says 
Professor Ian Taylor. “Be ready for your run, 
so there’s no time to think too much about 
the weather. Have shoes and kit prepared 
before you go out,” he adds. Talking on Radio 
4’s All in the Mind (alongside Professor 
Taylor), broadcaster and GB Age Group 
triathlete, Louise Minchin explained that 
she leaves nothing to chance when it comes 
to training and makes sure she has all her 
kit ready, and gets dropped off to training 
straight from work – and she also breaks her 
goals down to small bitesize chunks.

T he winter months are the 
perfect time for runners to 
undertake strategic gym-

based training sessions to improve 
their running performance,” says 

Harvey Lawton, personal trainer and 
founder of The Movement Blueprint, 
who has worked with runners of all 
abilities, from parkrun beginners to 

elite standard marathoners. “Winter is 
the time when runners traditionally 

build their aerobic base with long 
easy runs, and as they reduce the 

intensity of their runs, they are 
in a better position to work 

on strength,” he explains. 
In his ebook, Running 

Foundations, he 
aims to provide 

runners 

with the essential bolt-on to their 
training schedule. The four-week 
programme – specifically designed 
to be undertaken during the cooller 

months, provides targeted strength and 
mobility training, in four 30-minute 

sessions per week. “This is an area 
often neglected by runners and the 
programme aims to enable runners 
to become stronger, more powerful 

and efficient when running, in turn 
preventing injuries or niggles,” 

explains Harvey. “The focus of 
the programme is on single leg 
strength and stability, which 

will help you perform better 
and bulletproof your 

performance across  
all terrains,”  

he says.

IT’S TIME TO  
GET STRONG

 ||  Cross country 
is a great way to 
stay motivated  
in the winter. It 

gives you a goal 
to train for and  

has a social 
element too  ||  

It’s cross  It’s cross  
country country 
timetime
Cross country is another 
fantastic way to build your 
running strength and will help 
you to fine-tune the more 
technical side to running as 
you negotiate steep hills, and 
unpredictable terrain. You 
will build ankle strength and 
challenge your core as you 
run through muddy, uneven 
paths. “Cross country is a 
great way to stay motivated 
in the winter,” says personal 
trainer and UK Athletics 
Coach in Running Fitness, 
Mollie Millington. “It gives 
you a goal to train for and 
has a social element too. You 
don’t have to be fast as teams 
will benefit from the points 
you accrue from running,” 
she adds. 

What is it?
The condition, also known as ‘Raynaud's 
phenomenon’, happens when a spasm of 
arteries cause episodes of reduced blood 
flow. It usually affects the fingers, and less 
commonly the toes. Author of this piece, 
Fiona Bugler, is a long-term Raynaud’s 
sufferer – and runner 

“If you suffer with Raynaud’s, you don’t 
want your laces to come undone on a long 
run – unless you’re with a friend who doesn’t 
mind doing them up for you,” says Fiona. “As 
well as an inability to do up your laces, when 
you come home you may have experienced 
the frustration of not being able to turn a 

key in your front door, as your fingers are so 
numb. As a sufferer you’ll know that once the 
cold gets a grip and your fingers turn white/
blue, there’s not much you can do to warm 
up. I’m often to be found with my hands in my 
armpits on cold running days, but symptoms 
usually aren’t sorted until I can get home and 
run warm water on them. It’s not serious but 
it is frustrating, and can be painful.” 

Prevention 
Always wear a good pair of running gloves, 
or even two pairs, with handwarmers. The 
good news is that running helps manage the 
condition as it’s good for your circulation. 

Avoid
Alcohol, caffeine and smoking will all make 
it worse. 

Treatment 
Most people don’t need any medical 
treatment. In severe cases you may be 
prescribed a drug called Nifedipine, which 
is used to manage blood pressure and treat 
people who’ve had strokes.

Tests
The NHS say that in rare cases your GP will 
do a blood test as it has been connected with 
Lupus and Rheumatoid Arthritis. 

Manage your Raynaud’s

W inter is a 
great time to 
take healthy 

fitness break. Sports resort 
Club La Santa, situated on the 

north-west coast of Lanzarote, 
features over 80 different running 

breaks. They hold daily runs 
and 5K, 10K, and half marathon 

races every week, as well as 
track sessions and one-to-one 

instruction. There’s also a special 
marathon training weekender 

in December and a four-day 
international challenge with 

racing between the 24th 
and 27th November. 

Another great 
option is the 

recently launched 
Running Festival to be 
held at The Campus in 

Quinta do Lago, Portugal. In 
partnership with Run Quinta 
they have created the Algarve’s 
first premium running festival, 

with three races taking place over 
one weekend between the 8th 

and 10th of November 2019. As 
part of the Run Quinta festival 

package, runners will have free 
access to some of The Campus’ 
premier facilities, including a 
650m running track, high 
performance gym and 
spa rooms. That’ll  

put a spring into 
your step!

WINTER SUN  
WITH BENEFITS!
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 D on’t let the weather put you off starting 
training. Consistency is key to any 
programme, and starting a programme in 

winter has many advantages for absolute beginners. 
The big one is that if you’re not used to exercising in 
public outside, you will feel less self-conscious training 
in the dark, plus it’s a fact that training in cooler weather 
feels easier. “When you exercise in colder weather, your 
heart rate and energy expenditure at the same pace will 
be lower,” says Dr Sven Hoekstra, from Loughborough 
University. “This is because your body doesn’t have 
to work that hard to send blood to the skin to cool 
your body during exercise.” Research by Dr Carolyn 
Plateau, also from Loughborough, has that found 
that beginner runners following a 10-week learn-
to-run programme, were most likely to achieve 
a ‘successful outcome’ (being able to run for 
30 minutes or more) when they engaged 
with the programme, and attended more 
sessions. Try a Couch to 5K app  
and chances are you’ll crack it  
this winter.

BEGINNER? WINTER 
IS THE BEST TIME TO 
START RUNNING

In winter vitamin D levels can drop as we have less 
exposure to the sun, and in the UK the sunlight 
doesn’t contain enough UVB radiation in winter 

(October to early March) for our skin to be able to make 
vitamin D. So although it will help to run in the day, 
you should consider a supplement to boost your winter 
performance. Vitamin D plays a key role to health and 
is a contributor to running performance with its link to 
bone health and muscle function. In an article published 
in the Current Sports Medicine Report in 2010, scientists 
Larson-Meyer and Willis discussed emerging evidence 
that adequate vitamin D intake reduces risk of stress 
fracture as well as total body inflammation, infectious 
illness, and impaired muscle function. A 2013 study 
of ballet dancers, published in the Journal of Science 
and Medicine in Sport, found that supplementation 
with vitamin D helped to improve muscular strength 
in vitamin D deficient dancers: they were able to jump 
higher and had fewer injuries. Other research published 
in the Journal of Clinical Endocrinal Metabolism in 2009 
found vitamin D was positively related to muscle power, 
force and velocity 

TOP UP YOUR  
VITAMIN D LEVELS

 ||  Running gets the blood 
flowing – and gives you 
an injection of positive 

hormones, as well as a good 
dose of Vitamin D  ||  

Running will help Running will help 
you beat the  you beat the  
winter blueswinter blues
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is believed to affect two 
million people in the UK and Northern Ireland every year. 
Lightboxes are believed to help as they regulate the sleep-
inducing hormone melatonin and boost the mood-enhancing 
hormone, serotonin. But you can also help manage depression 
with running. Numerous studies, going back to the 1980s, have 
shown that exercise is an effective tool for good mental health. 
“At Run Talk Run, we understand how beneficial running is for 
anyone suffering with SAD,” says founder Jessica Robson.  
“Running gets the blood flowing – and gives you an injection 
of positive hormones, as well as a good dose of Vitamin D (low 
levels are linked to depression). But with Run Talk Run, we 
recognise that running is the perfect space for people to get 
together and just talk. We now operate in 44 different locations 
and, in a survey conducted in June 2019, 73.3 per cent of 
runners stated that Run Talk Run had improved their mental 
health.” runtalkrun.com

As tempting as it may feel to take it easy in the winter. The longer 
you take out, the harder it will be to get back to fitness. “It takes a 
lot longer to gain fitness by training than to lose fitness by staying at 
home. Consistency in training is key and a large break in the winter 
would mean that you’d have to work really hard to get back in shape 
when spring comes around,” says Dr Sven Hoekstra. “Studies 
looking at the effects of de-training found that when groups 
of athletes stopped training, they quickly lost fitness seeing 

a rapid reduction in peak oxygen and other key fitness 
indicators,” he says. Winter is a great time to join a 

run every day challenge, popular in December 
and January: not only will you build a great 

base, but you’ll get extra smug 
points too! 

Keeping training  Keeping training  
reaps rewardsreaps rewards


